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One of Argentina's 30,000 "disappeared", Alicia Partnoy was abducted from her home by secret
police and taken to a concentration camp where she was tortured, and where most of the other
prisoners were killed. Her writings were smuggled out of prison and published anonymously in
human rights journals. The Little School is Alicia Partnoy's memoir of her disappearance and
imprisonment in Argentina in the 1970s. Told in a series of tales that resound in memory like
parables, The Little School is proof of the resilience of the human spirit and the healing powers of
art. The Little School has appeared on the London Times best-seller list and was a Pushcart
Foundation Writer's Choice Selection. The NEA selected The Little School for exhibition at the
Buenos Aires and Frankfurt Book Fairs, and the Association of Jewish Publishers selected the book
for exhibition at the Moscow International Bookfair. The second edition features a revised
introduction by the author and an introduction by Julia Alvarez.
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Imagine being kidnapped and being taken to a concentration camp, blindfolded, tied up and not
knowing when you will ever see your family and friends again. What would you do if someone put a
gun in your mouth? Alicia Partnoy proved to be a brave woman among others.What you must know
is that this is a true story. It is like if you are reading something made up, but it is sadly true. It is
greatly detailed and it even has a sense of humor at points. It is really amazing to see how Alicia
talks about her experience and the other "disappeared" s' experiences.She was kidnapped. Did not

know the whereabouts of her daughter. Her husband was kidnapped also, but they were not able to
see each other. Even though she was away from them, she managed to think of them as little as
possible, because she thought it would weaken her in trying to survive for them.She was always
helping others in one way or another. Since they did not know when they were going to die, Alicia
showed her compassion in their last hours. She was very generous when everything else was so
ruthless.She shares part of her hideous life lived in the Little School, because even though she tells
you what happened to her and her friends, she keeps the darkest moments to herself. It is personal,
a very personal story. You should be thankful that she even wrote this book because she is
informing you about what really happened at those times and how the guards treated them inside
the Little School.This book demonstrates the true value of life. Some people overlook small things in
life, but these small things grow to be very significant to Alicia when she was a prisoner. It shows
the importance of your five senses, the ability to smell, to touch, to hear, to taste and to talk.

Slippers, bread and a toothbrush: these everyday items are simple enough to most people in the
United States, and other parts of the world, to take advantage of or even ignore. In Argentina in the
mid to late 70's, however, these common items were enough to keep one young woman sane
enough to escape captivity. In The Little School, Alicia Partnoy tells the very real stories of her
capture and imprisonment in a government- run concentration camp. Partnoy spins tales of survival
in a climate of oppression and death. These amazingly well told stories draw the reader into a
terrifying world in which young men and women create and keep intensely strong bonds of
camaraderie and friendship even as they have their human dignity is denied to them. The Little
School is a book of short stories devoted to telling the true history of the 30,000 "disappeared"
Argentines at the hands of the government from 1976 to 1979. Thousands of Argentines were taken
captive in retaliation for civil disobedience to the government. In this book, Alicia Partnoy takes on
the challenge of refuting the official statements made by the government denying the
disappearances and making the truth achingly real. As a way of dealing with the reality of her
ordeal, Partnoy uses her gift of storytelling to draw in the reader and make her feel what the
prisoners felt. One of the key techniques that Partnoy employs in the telling of the stories in The
Little School is continually changing the perspective from which the story is told. The story of
Partnoy's own capture is told from a third person point of view as if a narrator is watching it take
place.
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